Cailin Maureen Harrison’s play Defenders had its world premiere in Los Angeles in
November 2019. It received glowing reviews and extremely positive responses from
enthusiastic, sold-out houses. This booklet is designed to give you an overview of the play
and some thoughts on why it might be suitable for your theater.
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Synopsis
The lines between myth and reality become increasingly
blurred in Defenders. When Iceland was threatened with
invasion by Germany in WW2, the allies decide to step in.
The play is very loosely based on an incident from WW2. It
follows three American G.I.s who are shipwrecked on the
remote island of Hrisey off Iceland’s northern coast. The
stranded G.I.s find themselves with missing weapons, few
supplies, and a broken radio. They realize they must rely on
the locals for survival but, like current-day warfare, the locals
fear the loss of their culture, their women and their safety
with the presence of foreigners on their land.
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CAST of CHARACTERS
Geir Styrsson 40 or older, village preacher and leader, widower, devoted father. He is fluent in
English and Icelandic.
Private Fred LeFleur 16-20, Louisiana farmer, spiritual, single, inexperienced enlisted US Army
man African American or Caucasian
Sergeant Frank McKinley 28-38 or older, working class, single, New Hampshire born, lapsed
Catholic, US Army drafted man.
Lieutenant Marcus Jansen Lieutenant Marcus Jansen - 25-35 or older, wealthy New York City
banker, married, Protestant, West Point graduate.
Vigdís Geirdóttir 15-20, precocious, only child of the preacher. She is fluent in Icelandic and
learning English.
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Some Thoughts from Director Reena Dutt
When I first read Defenders, I was shocked at how different it was from Waitless, a play of Cailin’s I had directed for the
Fringe in Hollywood a couple years ago. How could one mind have such unique ideas that relate and connect with vitally
different communities? Reading it a second and third time, I realized the common thread is the idea of “The Other” a concept as
old as human existence that most everyone has experienced at one point in their lifetime. Cailin being an Irish American
woman has faced this, as have I in Los Angeles as an Indian American artist. It’s impossible to erase one’s personal experiences
from the work we create.
In Defenders, we face difference during a time of war, and this difference is fierce. Historically it caused enslavement of the
Icelandic people generations prior and in our story, we watch the idea unfold during an invasion of WWII. What fascinates me
are the two perspectives we get to view so intimately in this play - the American invaders as they claim to protect a neutral
country from the Nazi regime, and the Icelandic’s experience as they fear culture stripping from the possible violence dictated
during times of war. At the same time, our American GIs who come from culturally unique parts of the States, are facing their
own internal struggles of understanding each other’s beliefs, economic status and position in society back home, something
they hope to change after winning this battle. The only thing that can save all of them is Mother Earth’s protection.
From a directorial perspective, the play is a thrilling piece with so much opportunity to draw different elements based on the
space it’s staged in. For ours, the intimacy of the 50 seat theatre allowed me to draw out the very vulnerable, personal moments,
making the audience flies on the wall. We were able to feel that vulnerability since the actors were right at the tip of our noses.
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“I can’t recall a time where I saw WWII Drama staged in a small theatrical setting, much less one as
entertaining as Defenders. If this production were just about American Soldiers vs. the Locals told
with this cast and crew, it would make for a very entertaining night at the theatre and worth the price
of the ticket. Add on top the layered nuances that come to play as the story evolves Defenders is more
than just a story of military forces opposing each other. It is a glimpse into the mystical and
supernatural, telling a story that there is more to the natural laws of the universe, even if we can’t see
them.”
–MIKE CHECK
“There are an abundance of intriguing ideas in Defenders.” –Michael Van
Duzer
“The power of the piece lies in the reality of it.”
–David MacDowell Blue, Through Night Tinted Glasses
“Oh my goodness, this play did not disappoint whatsoever.”
–Edward Hong - Nerds of Color
“Every war throughout history has seen such bizarre encounters that only fiction and theater—the
representations of our myths—can tell.”
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